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RealUCFticket wins most Senate seats
JEFFREY RILEY
Online News Editor

•

Voting for the 41st'Student
Government Association
Senate ended Wednesday,
and shortly after.6 p.m., a line
of workers for the elections
commisslon walked from
inside the Student Union to
the concrete platform in
front.
The candidates were separated ·by ticket, huddled
eagerly in front of the platform in clusters of red shirts

with the Real UCF 'Ticket
and yellow shirts with the
Golden Ticket.
.
One by one, the results
were read.
Every time a name 'was
called, one side of the crowd
would cheer . and appJaud
and the other went silent.
The Real UCF Ticket was
the most successful of the
two, with 42 of 45 candidates
· elected.
"We all came out here, we
all worked hard, and I think
that the election results

@

Forelection

results, go to
www.UCFNews.com

reflect that," said Will Lusk,
College of Sciences Seat 6,
who was smoking a cigar in
victory, as he had done in
previous years.
During the t~ee days of .
voting, 6,668 people cast a
ballot. That was up from the
6,170· that voted during the
Senate elections last year.
PLEASE SEE

VIQLATION ON A3

JOHANNA STEWART/ CENTRAL ADRIDA FUTURE

Acrowd gathers outside the Student Union to hear the results of the 2008 Senate elections.
a

PRESI DENTIALBACKI NG UCF alters Mall

fr I

tailgating rules

New designated tent zones, recycling crew
Manuel U'be, the world's most obese
· man, l a t he will many his
longti girlfriend on Oct.26 in
Monterrey, ·co.Uribe weighed 1,230
pounds in 2 , and although he has
·1ost about 550 pounds,The Guinness
Book ofWorld Records declared him the
world's heaviest man. Uribe said he will
only have one bite of his wedding cake.

BEN GILBERT
Contrib_uting Writer

No more clutter and chaos
during gameday.
A few changes have been
made to the tailgating
arrangements at Memory
Mall due to the amount of
fans attending home 'games.
Record numbers of fans
have come out to the last two
home games t6 cheer on the
. Knights.
·
This season, the fans have
deemed Memory Mall the
"destination location."
As a result, the number of
tailgaters has overwhelmingly increased in the area, as
well ·as the amount of trash.
Memory Mall's growing popularity has brought about
some new changes to ensure
safety and an all-around better gameday experience for
·
fans.
Tent zones will be set up
on Memory Mall to better
facilitate not only the fans,
but also the new trash and
recycling pick-up crew
· called Knights Pick Up.
Fans will be allowed to set
up tents in the desig~ated

Breaking
news on
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yo~H cell
Get UCF news sent to your cell
phone. Just text the keyword
UCFNEWS to 44636.
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UCF ORCHESTRA TO •
HO.LO LATIN AMERICAN
MUSIC CONCERT
The UCF rchestra will hold a Latin
America usic concert Sunday from 4
p.m. to 6 p.m. at the University High
School A ditorium, which is at 11501
Eastwoo Dive.The Orchestra
compris s etween 65 and 75 people.
LIANA COLE / CENTRAL FLORIDAFUTURE
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Three co . ction teams will beef up
repair wot,k at Lake Okeechobee's
aging dikf in South Florida.A
reinforci~g wall is being built through
the micjale of the earthen dike,and a
supporting berm will be added
around the outside.

Ji

. •

NATION·~ WORLD,A4-

SUICl'E BOMBERS
TARGETWORSHIPPERS .
AT BAG DAD MOSQUES
Suicide born ers targeted Shiite
worshippers ~s they left morning .
prayers Thursday at two Baghdad
mosques, kil ·ng 24 people and
wounding more than 50 others,
police said.
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Former
. President Bill Clinton.
draws thousands at UCF

PLEASE SEE

SCHOOL ON A5

G

For phoJG~ of Bill
Ointon, go to

www.UCFNews.com

.UCF's Solar Energy·,
Center looks at PV

I

of the middle class in America.·
Staff Writer and Staff Writer
Several times in . his
speech, he stressed that
his is t;he first good political speech I've . every president attempts to
. had the chance to give since I was in do their very best to keep the
'
Denver at the Democratic Convention, promises made during cam-'
and I wanted ·to give it in Florida and paigns, even though timing
and bad luck might keep that
I'm gJad to be here," said ,former President Bill from
happening.
Clinton to a crowd of thousands in front of the
He didn't fail to mention
UCF Arena on_Wednesday.
Obama's vice-presidential
running mate, Sen. Joe Biden,
Clinton was at UCF in raliy and showed apprecia- comparing him to Republi· support ofDemocratic candi- tion for UCF students, urging can presidential hopeful Sen.
date Sen. Barack Obama's · them to "stand up, because · John McCain's running mate,
presidential campaign. It was standing on the sidelines is . Gov. Sarah Palin.
The rally drew a ·diverse
the first speech Clinton has nqt an option."
given in support of Obama.
Clinton was introduced by crowd ranging from Clinton
Standing on the stage behind Margot Dixon, a local volun- fans to Obama enthusiasts to
Clinton were supporters teer for the Obama cam- their Pro-McCain counterholding handmade signs pro- paign.
parts.
"I was able to take a break
vided by the Obama camClinton touched on issues
paign featuring slogans such such as the bank crisis, the from teaching here at UCF,
as "Ba-Rock Us Obama.".
need for new alternative and I came down here to hear
Florida State Rep. Darren forms of energy, the healthPLEASE SEE CROWD ON A6
Soto, District 49, opened the care system and the decline
JONATHAN HOHENSEE & ROBYN SIDERSKY

,,T

Variety

Oassifieds
Sudoku
Crossword

spaces, which will be marked
off prior to gamedays.
Fans are encouraged to
put tables, grills, chairs and
any otlier equipment on adjacent grassy areas. ·
·
Additional trash and recycling bins will be stationed
throughout this area as well.
The tent zones can . be
viewed ·o n a layout of this
area on the UCF Athletics
. Web site under "Memory

)

Bill Clinton made a stop at UCF on Wednesday, speaking to a crowd ofthousands out front of the UCF Arena. He spoke in support of Obama.

CONSTRUCTION TEAMS •
WORK NGTO REPAIR
OKEE(HOBEE DIKE

AMANDA MOORE/ CENTRALFLORIDA FUTURE

, Hours before kickoff for the UCF/USF game,
Memory.Mall was filled with tailgaters.
· Tailgating rules have now changed.

1

During the administration of William Jefferson Clinton, the U.S. enjoyed more ·peace and economic well being than at
any time in its history. He was the first Democratic president since Franklin D. Roosevelt to win a second term. He could
point to the lowest unemployment rate in modem times, the lowest inflation in 30 years, the highest home ownership
in the country's history, dropping crime rates in ma_ny places, and reduced welfare rolls. tie proposed the first balanced
budget in decades and achieved a budget surplus.

-WWW.WHITEHOUSE.GOV

ERIC WOODARD .
-Staff Writer

··.

SEGIS

UCF's Florida Solar EnerPROGRAM OBJ~CTIVE
gy C@nter in Cocoa will lead
The objective of this program is to
one of 12 teams selected to
develop the technologies for increasing
work with the U.S. Departthe usage of solar energy in the utility
ment of Energy on ·utilizing
grid while maintaining or improving
solar energy.
the power quality and the reliability of
The DOE plans to invest
the utility grid,Highly integrated,
$24 million . toward the
innovative, advanced inverters and
research and development of
associated
balance-of-system(BOS)
less expensive, higher performing photovoltaic sys- , elements for residential and
commercial solar energy applications
tems, a technology used to
·
will
be the key critical
convert sunlight'into electricity.
.
components
developed in
As part of the Solar Energy
the effort.
Grid Integration Systems
projects, SEGIS, a team from
the Florida Solar Energy Cert. ter, along with 11 other teams
-WWW.SANDIA.GOV
across the country, · will
develop a competitive pro- tional generators.
Bob Reedy, Solar Energy
posal for integrating photovoltaic systems, commonly Research Director of the
known as solar systems, into FSEC, said the burden of
the existing energy grid.
assimilation lies on the techThe focus of the SEGIS nology with the least seniori.
project is to make solar sys- ty.
'We have to comply with
tems more resistant to
disturbances and more useful our [solar] systems to their
to utilities companies so that requirements on the utility."
the technology will behave in
the same manner as convenPLEASE SEE

DOE ON A5

I.
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GETTING·THE ISSUES ·OUT

AROUND

CAMPUS

News and notices for
the UCF i;ommunity

UCF Orchestra concert tonight
The UCF Orchestra will
hold a Latin American music
concert Sunday from 4 p.m. to
6 p.m. at University High
School Auditorium.
University High School is at
11501 Eastwood Drive.
For more information, contact Josi M. Maunez-Cuadra at
407-823-1173 or e-mail l,;1.tinamerica@mail.ucf.edu.

"'

Political candidates
participate in forum

'

(tntral
3Floriba
1ututt

The Student Newspaper at UCF s ce 1968

SHAUN BEVAN
Staff Writer

At the 2008 Hm:rtan Rights Campaign Candidate Forum on Wednesday, all participating local political
candidates eJ$:cept for Orange County
Sheriff candidate John Tegg said they
would vote against Amendment 2.
The forum was put together to try
Play dodgeball at Memory Mall ·
and find answers to gay, lesbian,
Go out to Memory Mall
bisexual and transgender issues. Canbetween noon and 2 p.m. and
didates running for federal, state and
play kickball on Monday.
local . offices discussed gay rights,
Sign up as a group or inditaxes, home mortgages and the state
vidual.
amendment process.
·
For more information, conThe 10 candidates fielded questact Kim Gordon at 407-823tions from a three-person panel con3294
or
e-mail
sisting of UCF political science procabevent@mail.uc£edu.
fessor Terri Fine, Rollins College
political science professor Ricp.ard
Learn about the ethics bowl
Foglesong, and Channel 13 . News
An information session
' anchor Scott Harris..
about the 2nd UCF on-campus
Amendment 2, known as the
ethics bowl competition will be
"Marriage Protection Amendment,"
:held Monday from 1:30 p.m to
would define marriage as the legal
2:30 p.m in the Psychology
union of only one man and one
SARAH ROGERS / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
Building Room 226.
woman as husbartd and wife, and it UCF political science professor Dr. Terri Fine questions local.candidates on a number of issues ranging from gay
For more information, conalso includes a clause prohibiting rights to economics to taxes. The candidates are running for various seats at the county, state and national'level.
tact Nancy Stanlick at 407-823judges from overthrowing the law.
2273
or
e-mail
"Universal rights is what we tional provisions: explain how the selves, to stay in their homes and
stanlick@mail.uc£edu.
should strive for," District 3 County government works and protect the afford it.''
Orange County Sheriff democratic
Commissioner candidate John Harris people from the government,"
said. "It is so hard to find a lifetime Grayson said. "To see a constitutional candidate Jerry Demings disagreed
partner, and when you do find that provision that discriminates against with the current system.
love and cherish it, legislation should people makes me feel ashamed."
"I think that th«r system is brolcen,
not pull away from it. So that being
District 36· State Representative because I don't · know how many
said, I think we need to support gay · Scott Randolph said it's too easy for homes that system is protecting,"
rights and do what we can to ensure legislators to place an amendment on Demings said. "Because I know when
that there is no di.s crimination for a ballot (only a 60 percent vote is I look at,my own neighborhood, I see
Keep local with headlines
housing, jobs and equal opportunity needed), but it is an important houses going up for sale every day,
you may have missed ,
process for citizens to have.
and the reason why people are selling
abound for everybody.''
Panelists
were
al~o
asked
whether
"It's
always
important
to
have
a
.
them
is because they can not afford
Construction teams working to fix
amendments
like
Amendment
2
bypass
around
the
legislature
....
I
the-taxes
on their houses. I think our
dike at Lake Okeechobee
·
should be determined legislatively or have faith in the voters, and once we legislators need to step in to rectify
PORT ST. LUCIE - Three
through the current ballot amend- lose th;it faith, then democracy itself the inequities because we've got a sysconstruction teams will beef
is in trouble," Randolph said. "I have tem that is broken."
ment process.
up repair work at Lake OkeeThe combination of gay rights and
"We
elect
our
leaders
to
lead,
be
·
faith
that people will reject Amendchobee's aging dike in South
them
right
or
wrong,
we
elect
them
to
ment
2,
but
we've
got
to
keep
that
economic
issues were important disFlorida..
_c ussion points for Fine as well.
lead," said Todd Christian, candidate process open.''
The Army Corps of Engi"There is a psychology of prejufor state representative for District 40.
Though initially about gay rights,
neers awarded a $29 million
dice,
basically," Fine said. "When peo"I've
looked
at
some
of
these
the
many
of
the
talking
points
in
the
contract on Wednesday to
amendments 6n the ballots ... and I'm forum were on economic issues. Fine ple are on hard times, they kick the
Hayward Baker of Maryland.
not an attorney, but I had to read these said that all these issues intertwine dog. So my concern was because
A reinforcing wall is being
there is so much concern about the
amendments two or three times just one way or another.
built through the middle of the
to get a good idea abo~t what ~xactly
The candidates discussed Florida economy that protecting gay rights is
they are trying to do," Christian said. Amendment 10, also known as the going to become the dog. So I was
PLEASE SEE LOCAL ON A4
"I don't believe we should have a gov- "Save Our Homes" amendment. The looking at the sheriff races."
·
Fine also said that the forum
ernment that should lead and serve amendment places a 3 percent limitathe people by the people and for the tion on annu·a1 assessment increases turned out well.
"In any event, I was concerned
people and turn around and place an · on homestead exempt property.
"Despite its inequities, I do sup- because we had people running for ·
issue on a ballot that half the people
The Oct. 1 articl~ "This is
can not even.understand and then use , po'rt the 'Save Our Homes' concept," federal office, local office, countySports Knight," incorrectly stated
fear tactics. Often times, as just gener- said Darren Soto, state representative wide, district-based, legislators ... and
that UCF Sports Today with
al citizens, we don't often make the for District 49. "Because the fact hav- I just thought: How is this all going to
George O'Leaty began about two
best choices."
ing practiced a lot of foreclosure work?" Fine said. "People are not _
years ago.
.
'
Congressional candidate Alan defense and seeing a lot of people los- competing with each other, and peoUCF has had a sports show
Grayson said that there are· certain ing their homes and what happens ple are running for different levels of
about its football coach since the
issues, which he calls ''.mind-your- and what we as a state have to do to offices in the government, but I think
1980s, and UCF Athletics recently
business issues," that don't belong help them out afterwards. It seems to it worked well. We really tried to ask
took control ofthat program.
before the government at all.
me that we should keep promoting general enough questions so that peoUCF Sports Knights .is an off"There are two kinds of constitu- the ability for people to rely on them- ple could respond to them."
shoot ofthat origi.nal program.
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FOR THOSE WHO LOVE BEER

IBeer and Food Combinations
IEvents Around·the Country
,IUncomplicated Fun With Beer

''I

Beer Hot Spots
Blogs & Vlogs

urel

Campus Contests

It Goes With Beer is launching a nationwide Contest to find out who are the

•

Haircut & Style $12 • High light s begi n at $36
Waxing begins at $10 • Facials begin at $40

·sEST'BEER FRIENDS FOREVER
EMAIL US A PHOTO OF YOU AND YOUR BBFF

All services performed by students under the suprrvision of licensed instructors.

EXPLAIN WHY YOU AND YOUR BBFF SHOULD WIN

One of t he top Cosmet ology schools in t he country.
Classes now enrolling.
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Violation hearing Mon_day
The Go.lden Ticket had to know that you are running
· three of its 15 candidates against someone, and I am
excited, but it doesn't seem like
Even though the voting voted into office.
"I'm pleased _with my I earned it as much."
is done, the controversy is
far fr m over.
individual election results.
Winning candidates from
Complaints have been i•m not pleased overall with both tickets said they are ready
filed b members of the the election results," said ·fqr the 41st Senate to begin.
''Absolutely, we are all ready
Golde Ticket against 10 Stephen Mortellaro, Colmemb rs of the Real UCF lege of Sciences Seat 1 and to go,'' Lusk said. "We have a lot
Ticke because of the Real member of the Golden · of returning senators, that
UCF icket's Web site.
Ticket. ''A lot of the candi- makes me. happy, because we
Th complaint states dates I was supporting, and have a lot of experience coming
that t ere was an alleged I was out for many days into the 41st. But then again, we _
~cti ns violation of Title campaigning for, did not have plenty of people coming
VI: El ction Statute 605.6 F, end up winning; b,ut I am into SGA for the first time." ,
which ta:tes_that ''No indi- very happy I won."
Mortellaro, despite his tic~Five people unaffiliated et's low election rate, is also
vidual hall coerce or other·
wise influence another with either ticket won confident for the 41st.
\ whil · they are in the seats, including both candi"I'm more than ready,''
roces of filling out their dates representing regional Mortellaro said.
The first meeting by the 41st
allot y any physical or campuses and the College
SGA Senate will take place on
·c means'."
of Optics- and Photonics.
he Real UCF TickSeven seats were won by Thursday at 7 p.m. in the Key
b site, there was a a write-in candidate. All West Ballroom in the Student'
th t led to the official seats won by write-in were Union.
my. cf. du area for voting. unc~mtested during the vot. How · r, it kept a banner ing period.
across he top of the page
In total, 23 seats only had
that dis layed a logo in sup- · ~ one candidate campaigning
port of ~ ticket as well as for them. ,
a list o~fcandidates within
Stephanie Piotrowski,
that tic t.
College of Education Seat 1,
:nie earing concerning . was running for one of
the vi a ion c_o mplaints . those seats. .
will be held by the SGA
"I was worried that there
Elections Commission on would be some secret
Monday in the Student ·write-in
campaign,''
Union, Ro m 223 at 4 p.m.
Piotrowski said. "It's better
FROM

)
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Happy one-year birthday!

A1

AMANDA MOORE/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Tony Bennet audience members celebrate the UCF Arena's first birthday Tuesday with i\champagne toast and-CUpcakes before the
·show began. Th~ UCF Arena opened last yea·r and plays host to both UCF basketball programs as well as concerts and other events.
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Will Lusk hugs a supporter with celebratory cigar in hand after reclaiming his College of
Sden~es Seat 6. The Real UCF ticket was the most successful with 42 out of 45 elected.
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Classic Tall Baroque
in sand. $180.

Classic Tall.,
in black or chestnut. $160.

Classic Short
in grey or chocolate. $130.
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NATION & WORID
Keep current with headlines from around the glo'be

FROM Al.

earthen dike, and a supporting berm will be added
around the outside. Two
other
companies were
already approved to start
work this month.
The 143-mile, 70-year-old
Herbert Hoover Dike pro· tects lakeside communities
from flooding.
The companies will shore
up the most vulnerable section, a 22-mile stretch
between Port Mayaca and
Belle Glade.
The project is projected
to cost more than $800 million and take until 2030.
Summer storms prompted the corps to start dumping lake water out to sea to
ease the strain on the dike.

Health officials will inspect
schoo1 after student died
. KISSIMMEE - Health
officials will inspect a central
Florida high school after a
student died of a bacterial
infection that can't be treated
with many common antibi• otics.
A letter was sent Wednesday to the parents of students attending Liberty High
School in Kissimmee.
The lette:r informed them
of the loss of 18-year-old
Alonzo Smith and included a
fact sheet on the staph infection (or MRSA).
SmJ.th died Monday at a
hospital:
The health department
will inspect the school for
sanitation purposes and note
anything that's um,1sual.
But officials say the
source of the µifection could
have come from anywhere.
The ii:µection is usually
treatable.
People carry it on their
skj,n or inside their noses.
The danger rises when the
infection spreads to the
bloodstream.
· - ASSOCIATED PRESS

IHGHER
EDUCATION
What's in the news at
colleges around the country

Classes canceled at sec after
explosion in elevator
MELBOURNE - Classes
were canceled at Brevard
Community College on
Thursday after a small explosion in an elevator. No injuries
were reported.
School officials say they
haven't determined the cause
of the blast, but a Melbourne
Fire Department spokesman
says a small improvised
device is suspected.
The school' security chief
described the explosion as
more of a nuisance than a
threat. It was unknown
whether anyone was in the
elevator at the time.
The incident occurred in a
multipurpose building on the
120-acre campus.
Public access to the campus has been banned until fur- .
ther notice.

:I

. Police identify 26-year-old man
who died in crash as KU student
LAWRENCE, Kan.
Police have identified the 26year-old University of Kansas
student who died in a one-car
crash in Lawrence.
Police said Neil Hockenbarger missed a turn and lost
control of his car shortly after
midnight Thursday, causing
the vehicle to hit a power pole
and then a tree. The force of
the s;rash split the pole in two.
Hockenbarger died at the
scene. His 25-year-old wife,
Tiffany Hockenbarger, suffered minor cuts and bruises.
Aut;horities continue to
investigate the accident.

.College of Charleston announces
$60 million donation Thursday

•
•
•
•

CHARLESTON, S.C. The College of Charleston
announced Thursday it has
received $60 million, the
largest single donation to a
South Carolina public college
or university.
President George Benson
says the gift from businessman Guy E. Beatty Jr. will be
parceled out to the school in
yearly, $2 million increments
for the next 30 years. The
money will be used to create
scholarships and programs.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS
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THIBAULT CAMUS/ ASSOCIATED PRESS

Engineers remove some ofthe burnt wagons, at left, from the Channel tunnel in
Coquelles, northern France, on Wednesday. Afire broke out last month, injuring 14 people.

Suicide bombers target Shiite
worshippers, killing 24 people

U.S. soldier sentenced for
accessory to murder charges

VILSECK, Germany - A
BAGHDAD - Suicide
bombers targeted Shiite U.S. soldier has been senworshippers as they left tenced to eight months in
morning prayers Thursday prison after. pleading guilty
at two Baghdad mosques, to charges of accessofy to
killing 24 people and murder in the killings of four
wounding more than 50 oth- - Iraqi prisoners who were
ers, police said.
·
bound, blindfolded, shot and
·
In a separate attack, gun- dumped in a canal
U.S. Army Spc. Steven
men fatally shot six Sunnis
as they traveled in a minibus. Ribordy will also have his
in the mainly Shiite town of rank reduced to private and
Wajihiyah, a town 60 miles receive a bad conduct discharge.
north of Baghdad.
•The sentence at a court
The dead were heading
to Baquoba to visit relatives. martiaj came as part of a plea
They included two children, agreement Thursday that
three women and a man, will see the 25-year-old from
police in Diyala province Kansas testify for the prosesaid. Another woman and cution against others in his
her small child were unit who are alleged-t:o have
· carried out the shootings.
injured.
Tlie bombings in BaghRibordy was a member of
dad occurred as Shiite wor- the· patrol accused of being
shippers celebrated the hol- responsible for the killings
iday of Eid al-Fitr, which and testified that he stood
marks the end of the fasting watch as they were c;arried
out.
month of Ramadan.
No
group
claimed
responsibility, but attacks Officer says at least 4 dead
on Shiite civilians are wide- following explosjon in Pakistan
ly associated with Sunni
PESHAWAR. Pakistan extremists like al-Qaida iii· A polic~ officer said at least
. Iraq hoping to re-ignite the four people have been killed
sectarian conflict that by a suicide bomber who
pushed the nation to the blew himself up close to a
brink of civil war two years politician's home in north-_
ago. .
west Pakistan.
In the deadliest attack, a
Police officer Akhtar Ali
suicide car bomber in a Shah says the bomber
white Mercedes sedan deto- attacked the house . of the
nated his explosives about chief of the ruling party in
20 yards from a mosque in. the North West Frolltier ·
Party
head
Zafaraniyah in southeastern Province.
Baghdad. ·
Asafand Yar Wali was
He set off the bomb - unhurt but at least four peowhen Iraqi soldiers tried to ple were killed in Thursstop him from approaching day's blast.
the building, police said.
Northwest Pakistan is
That attack killed 14 peo- home to a growing insurple, including three Iraqi gency by Taliban and alsoldiers, ahd. injured 28, Qaida militants.
police said.
In the other attack, a sui- France to host E.U.summit
cide bomber who appeared to discuss financial crisis
to be in his late teens detoPARIS - France said it
nated his explosive belt as will host a European finanworshippers were leaving cial summit Saturday in
the Rasoul mosque ·i n the Paris, bringing together a
capital's eastern New Bagh- handful of European coundad district.
tries .to deal with the interTen people died and 24 national financial crisis.
were injured, police and
A statement from Presiofficials at the al-Kindi and dent Nicolas Sarkozy's
lbn al-Nasif hospitals said.
office said the meeting is to
The attacker approached bring together the leaders of
the mosque and set off the Germany, Britain and Italy
explosion as a suspicious as well as the president of
guard tried to keep him . the European Commission
from entering.
and the European Central
The guard was among Bank chief.
those·killed, police said.
The police officials all · Former Liberian president, son
spoke on · condition of both standing trial for crimes
anonymity because they
THE HAGUE, Netherwere not authorized to lands - In separate courts
speak to the press.
on different continents, forA witness to the mer Liberian President
Zafaraniyah attack said he Charles Taylor and his
saw a white car speed American son are standing
toward the mosque. an1 trial on charges of committhen heard a huge explosion ting atrocities in neighboring
that sparked a fire and West African nations,.
heavy smoke.
The
unprecedented
father and son trials - one
U.S,slanning to sell embassy,
by a U.N.-backed war crimes
buil more secure facility
tribunal in The Hague and
LONDON - The Unit- the other by a U.S. federal •
ed States said it plans to sen · court in Miami - are revealits
landmark
London . ing the savagery of the conembassy and build a more flicts in Liberia and Sierra
secure facility on industrial Leone.
land south . of the riv,er
In "Miami, a witness disThames.
plays the scars he says came
Ambassador Robert Tut- from burning plastic pour~d
tie says the State Depart- onto his :.kin in Liberia. In
ment has agreed to buy a The Hague, a , mother
five acre site at Nine Elms recounts how rebeis in Sierra
in the Wandsworth area.
Leone ordered her to carry a
The State Department sack containing the heads of
says the existing Embassy her two children who had
building will be put tip for just been hacked to death.
Stephen Rapp, the U.S.
sale "almost immediately."
The move · requires ' lawyer leading the prosecuapproval from Congress tion of Taylor at the Special
and local pl'anning authori- Court for Sierra Leone, on
ties and Tuttle said reloc~- Wednesday welcomed the
tion is probably five years trial of Taylor's son, Charles
away.
McArthur Emmanuel, as
The U.S. has been selling another step along the road·
off embassies and other to ending impunity for
diplomatic
buildings , alleged war criminals.
around the world in a move
to increase security.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS
t

21 Central Florida locations.
Visit tijuanaflats.com for the one nearest you.
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"FUNNY, TWISTED AND IMMENSELY-ENJERTAINI.NG."
Neil Miller, FILMSCHOOLREJECTS.COM
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EXCLUSIVE ENGAGEMENTS NOW PLAY.NG
AMC

CINEMARK THEATERS

REGAL CINEMAS

PLEASURE ISLAND 24 ENZIAN THEATRE FESTIVAL BAY MALL WATERFORD LAKES 20
Lake Buena Vista 407-298-4488 Maitland 407-629-0054

Orlando 407-351-3117

CALL THEATRE FOR SHOWTJMES

Orlando 407-207-9110
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DOE investing $24 mil.
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Reedyi'd. ''We \Yant these
system , these modern,
state- -tb.e-art, solid-state
system , o behave like an
80-ye
ld steam turbine
generat r behaves when it's
lll).ec d -t o the grid."
M
g solar · systems
-c? .Petitive with e:u.istg energy managet s stems is one of the
p
goals of the FSEC's
project
"M · g it very routine,
very a tom~tic, and very
· straigh for,ard to install,"
Reedy ·di'Right now, the
basic c st o the cell is less
than h th total cost of the
installa ·o . That's a clue
that we eally need to work
on wha called the 'balance
ofsyste
The st of construction,
shippin and design of solar
systems ave been tending
to increa while the price of
the sol cells themselves
seem t
be decreasing,
Reedys~.
1
. · Reed said solar cells are
· enjoying h ' opportunities
for mass reduction, as
more solar technology is
_supplied to e market, and
demand slo s enough to
bring prices down for consumers.
cost is expected to con · e falling, Reedy
said.
Reedy
the
adoption solar systems to
the exten with which central air
nditioning has
been adop d in Florida.

.

.

"That's what we want to
happen next," Reedy said.
''When you build a building
in Florida, you're going to
put [solar cells] on the roof
as well as solar hot water
because that's the way buildings are built, and what will
drive that will be grid parity."
.
Grid parity is the point at
which solar power is equal
to or cheaper than the conventional power provided
by a utility company. Reedy
expects grid parity some
time around 2012.
According to the October
2007 SEGIS Concept Paper,
a control system could be
used with the sola!' system
to: Monitor weather trends
and solar availability via the
Internet; optimize energy
flow based on the current
time of the day, day of the
week and time of the year;
and Gommwncate with utility smart-metering services
. to obtain real-time pricing.
As grid parity approaches, the SEGIS projects
expect to see hµge deployments of solar systems qriven by economic forces. ·
In that time it could be
possible to see 15 to 20 percent of electricity on the grid
generated by solar systems
at times with the most sunlight.
Because of rising utility
rates in the last few years,
Reedy said it looks more and
more economic to deploy
solar systems directly into
the utility grid.

Michael Brown, president· of Solar-Ray Inc. in
Orlando, has been installing
solar systems for five years.
"Exponential" is the word he
used to describe the increase
in customer demand for
su!ru. .:echnology.
"Every single customer
out there is g9ing at it from
the angle of reducing their
electric bill," Brown said.
Some c\lstomers worry
about the return on their
investment, but Brown said
the investment returns
sooner than was once
thought.
"It's an addition to the
value of your house to the
sum of what it costs to have
it installed," Brown said. "If
you install a $20,000 system'
on your house, it's worth
$20,000 more than it would
have been if it didn't have .it."
Brown sees a cultural
division occurring as the
energy market shifts to
reusing rather than just consuming energy.
.
"Everybody that's in the
, energy industry on the u_tility side' is looking for a consumable. form of electricity,
something that they can
charge you for every month
... and they w,ant , that,"
Brown said. "Everything that
we need to be energy independent, sustainable and to
lower our utility costs over
time to make our utilities
more dependable and to
help the environment and
everything else, already
exists."

Planning to study beyond
you_r Bachelor's degree?
Meet with representatives from
cal and national graduate and

ofessional schools.

Tuesday -,
October I ' 2008

10:00 am - 2:QO pm
Student Union, Pegasus Ballroom

,.
.

Sc .ool hopes to up recycling
FROM

Al

es."
son, UCF mande about'I0 percent of th trash.
During the ,f irst two
games of his season, that
number h s jumped up to
about 20 p rcent.

· UCF's Student Sustainability Alliance Team · is
coordinating with the university's Housekeeping and
Grounds crews in hopes to
reach a 50 percent or greater
· recycling rate.
,
The Student Govern. ment Association and
Alumni Association were

directly involved in creating
this new approach, and the
goal is that UCF fans will
embrace the new set up as
well as the new Knights J,>ick'
Up.
•
The SGA'.s-free activities
and food offerings will. continue to remain centrally
located at Memory Mall.

•

•
"Schlumberger gave me the training and
support to progress beyond my .expe_cfations. ,,
Taya has a Bachelor's degree in Petroleum Engineering. After four yea rs
working on clients' platforms deliverifilg technology services to Oil and
Gas companies, Taya has moved to the personnel function and is now
sharing her experience with young graduates.

UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA
INTERVIEWS!
Information Session:
1

. Please come to the information session
to sign up for an interview slot!

LIVE- Oct 9th- 7p.m

BS Degrees: All Engineering disciplines, Geoscience, Chemistry, Physics, Math
.

House Of Blues, .Orlando
www~Hanson.net

October 6, 2008 • 6:30pm - 8:00pm
Ferrell- Commons 7F, Room 185

THE WALK
IN STORES NOW

-

Schlumberger is the leading oilfield services
provider, trusted to deliver improved
exploration and production performance for
oil and gas compooies around the world.
We employ more than 84,000 people of
over 140 nationalities working in more than
80 countries. Schlumberger is an Equal
Opportunity Employer.

Schlumberger
Success without boundaries

.

www.slb.com/careers

,,
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Bill Ointon spea~ to a crowd of thousands in front of the UCF Arena.The event was supported by College Democrats and Knightlfof~.

Crowd c;tlso drew opponelp.t
FROM Al

FULL SERVICE
OIL CHANGE
(No Disposal Fee)

(No Disposal Fee)
Includes:· 18 Point S eNice • Up to 5 Qrs of o
Also Vslld For $8.00 Off Synthetic Off Change
Not v alid with other <Oupons on Ame service. Expires 10/31 /08
WE SERVICE HYBRIDS.

udes up to 5 Quarts ofMob/I OIi, Chassis Lube, ~w o,r FIiter &
ts.Point Servloe Check. AkJo Valid for $8.00 Off Mobil 1 Off Change

Coupons my notlM comblMdwlth a11yot.heroffer. Expire, 10/31/08
W£ SERVICE HYBRIDS.

President Clinton for two
reasons," said Lisa Cook, a
professor in the UCF film
department. "I'm a big admirer of his political career, and
also, how often do you get to
see a president, former or
present, here on campus?"
Although Clinton didn't
begin his speech until qbout
12:15 p.m., some supporters
arrived in front of the Arena
hours ahead oftime. As attendees arrived, the line snaked
from the entrance, of the
Arena down East Plaza Drive
and circled the Towers buildings adjacent to the Arena.
The event drew attention
from local and international
media outlets.
Also at the event was a
gatherjng of protesters,
including several members of
the UCF College Republicans
decked out in white T-shirts
bearing the names John
McCain and Sarah Palin. The
group shouted slogans such
as "Country first," McCain's
campaign slogan.
Throughout the afternoon, the protesters c~ught
the attention of Obama supporters and some of them
engaged in a debate with the
McCain supporters,,sparking
heated arguments.
"I think the event itself
could have been held on a lit- ,
tie bit better," said Harold

Hedrick, a member of the
College Republicans. "Being
the fact that it was held on a
Wednesday, in the middle of
the week, during the exam
week for UCF students and
in the middle ofthe day when
people ,are at work is really
not really optimizing the
· turnout that you possibly
could have."
The College Democrats
didn't have a lot of time to
prepare.
"The event was in the
works since Sunday but was
officially finalized Monday
afternoon," said Greg Goddard, a member of Knights
For Change, a student group
supporting Obama ·
Despite the short notice;
John Martino, pres~dent of
the College Democrats, was
happy with the event, calling
it one of the defining events
in the history ofUCF.
The College Democrats
and Knights Jor Change
played a role in promot ing
the event to the students of
UCF and acted as volunteers
during the event. During the
speech, Clinton thanked the
UCF College D~mocrats for
their "involvement in helping
make the rally possible.
Independently,
the
Knights for Change sold
more than 150 T-shirts, with
all proceeds going to
Obama's campaign.
Due to 90 degree w eather,

, several attendees
ere
unable to fully enjo Clio_ton's speech.
"We had sever people
su ccumb to the h at," said
medic Jeff Ho. t!}n. "It's
extremely hot ou ihere, and
people prob ly eren't prepared for it."
~
· In additi n t C inton's
endorsemen , . he event
served as a v, ter
tration
drive; with se er v unteers
collecting · o m tion as
supporters ai d for the
rally to be ·
'
"The m ·
is like
what we're d mg re with
the grassroots we' e getting
everybody inv v, with the
community,
e erybody
involved w ith w government is run," said Dorcis Dillard, an Obama campaign
volunteer.
After the spe h, several
students exp ' ~sed ' their
enthusiasm for ama, Clin·ton and the im ending election. The spe oh inspired
some student · such as
Obama support ,Lisa Kipersztok, a junior molecular
biology and mcrobiology
m ajor.
.
"I thought it was incredible and inspiring ~ d made a
difference with theJ tudents,"
Kiper:sztok said. '~ left with
inspiration and e citement
for the future, s mething
society doesn't h ve right
now."

lt141holfegiate ny: (.101) S3t-l900
UCF !tu<lent Union: (401) !80-UU
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UCFvsSMU

Players meet
to focus on
Mustangs
BRIAN MURPHY
Sports Editor

Knights looking

to stop free fall

PADRICK BREWER
Editor-in-Chief

Coming off a thrashing against UTEP last weekend, the UCF
Football team will play at home for the first time in four weeks
when it plays SMU tomorrow.
·
·
Much like the Miners, the Mustangs are a team witp. a
poor record and an awful defense, but that doesn't guarantee
a UCF victory.
· Here are the keys to tomorrow's game:

Calabrese or Greco?
O'Leary said that while
Michael Greco is listed at full
health!' he doesn't seem to be
running at full speed.
If that is the case, Rob Calabrese will get the lion's share..of
Tomorrow, 3:30 p.m. IBright House Stadium . the playing time against the Mus. tangs.
.
In taking nearly all the snaps in the 58-13 loss to UTEP last weekend, Calabrese completed 13 of his 31 passes for 167 yards with one touchdown and two interceptions.
.
·
With th~ loss of senior wide receiver Rocky Ross - who will miss the rest of
the season after being injured in the first quarter against the Miners ~ Calabrese
will have to find more of his targets. ·
,
Brian Watters and Kamar Aileen, who played in his first game of the season last
weekend, figure to get most of,the looks, and they will have to avoid dropping as
many passes as they did in the UTEP loss.

Adefensive struggle?
If anything can cure a struggling offense - and by scoring 61 poinfs in
its first four games, UCF is d,efinitely struggling - it's a Conference USA
game.
The Mustangs come into tomorrow's matchup with the worst defense
in the country. They allow 519 yards per game, and opponents have scored
PLEASE SEE

Michael Greco, who was hurt and
did not play against UTEP, has
participated in all practices this
week and may see some time
against the Mustangs.
COURTESY UCFSPORTS.COM

DEFENSE ON AS

The UCF Football team is
apparently fed up: After losing
their past three games and getting outscored 92-20 between
the last two games, the Knights
held a team meeting Monday
under the advice ofhead coach
George O'Leary.
"[Senior
comerback
Johnell Neal] came in to see
me on Sunday night.and told
me he wanted to have a get
together and I told him to have
a team meeting," O'Leary said
during Tuesday's press conference. ''He wanted to call some
kids out, I guess. I think that is
the best kind of pressure, peer
pressure."
The Knights (1-3 overall, 0-1
in Conference USA) know
that if they lose · Saturday
ag;tlnst SMU, they will be
where the Mustangs are now.
The Mustangs (1-4, 0-2)
brought in head coach June
Jones this summer from the .
University of Hawai'i to install ··
his famous run-and-shoot
offense, but it's obvious that it
will be a few years and a few
recruiting classes before his
philosophy can take full effect
atSMU.
That type of offense is all
about passing and that's all the
Mustangs' offense is right now.
SMU ranks dead last in the,
Football' Bowl Subdivision
with an average of 36 rushing
yards per game. O'Leary said
he has seen the Mustangs run
the ball only 15 times through
the past two games.
One ofthe biggest surprises
in Conference USA this summer was when Jones named
true freshman Bo Levi
Mitchell the team's starting
quarterback instead of former
starter, senior Justin Willis.
Jones wanted more of a
throwing quarterback and ,
Mitchell has , responded
accordingly. He has averaged.
249 passing yards per game
this se~on: Mitchell has·
thrown 12 touchdowns this
season and he leads the nation
with 12 interceptions;
·W ide receiver Emmanuei
Sanders is the biggest weapon
in Jones' offense. Sanders, who
Jones compared 'to Jerry Rice
earlier this season, recorded
nine touchdowns in each of
PLEASE SEE
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Woman's Volleyball

Knights back home after 8-match road trip
RYAN BASS
Staff Writer

•
•

GE_TYOUR FACTS STRAIGHT

EARLYSTART
DOUBLING UP '
The UCF Volleyball team has
Six
of
UCF'
s
10
victories
this
year
have
been
Junior
outside hitter Erin Campbell leads
gone 23 days and used a ton of
ill
three
sets.That
large
amount
of
straightthe
Knights
with six double-doubles so far
frequent-flyer miles since its last
set wins probably comes from the Knights' . this season. She has recorded a doublehome game at The Venue back
effectiven~s in the first two sets.They are
double in each of UCF's past three contests.
on Sept. 10. The Knights have
21-11
in
games
won
in
sets
one
and
two.
She
posted 10 double-doubles last season.
been on the road so much that
head coach Todd Dagenais joked
that his family doesn't recogniz,e to compile a lef.o record so far getting better or where we need
him anymore.
·
this season - its most wins since togo.
"My dogs don't know who I . 2003_- and has already captured
"How yre play, function and
am, and my babies have rejected its first conference win in two ex.ecute, and how we put ourme," Dagenais said. "It's good to years. But those numbers aren't selves in positions to get 10-6 tells
be back."
·
what Dagenais uses to judge suc- us a lot more about where we
The Knights have made them- cess.
are."
selves at home on airplanes and
"For us, it's not looking at the
Today will mark the first of
in opposing team locker rooms big picture," he said. "[Our four consecutive home matches
so far this season, having played record] doesn't tell us anything, for the Knights when they host
14 of their first 16 matches away other than we have won 10 Marshall at 7 p.IlL UCF is 2-1 so
from The Venue. Despite logging matches and lost six. It doesn't far this season in conference play
a lot of miles, UCF has ~ d tell us where we are in terms of and hav.e already shown promise

~

conference opponents.
They have swept two of their
three C-USA matches and were
leading 2-0 against SMU, but
ended.up losing in five sets. The
Knights are also coming off a
weekend in which they beat the
defending. conference champions, Tulsa
"Really, all Tulsa did was validate our training, video work, set
of axioms that we use and the
rules that we have," Dagenais
said "It just validates that ifwe do
all that stuff right, then we can
prob!ilily be a pretty good team."
The Knights have been clicking on both sides of the net early
this season. Erin Campbell,
Stephanie Serna and Janine
Wtlliams are arguably one of the
best offensive groups in the
league, with 553 kills combined.

Defensively, the play of Melissa Reinders anq Kathleen Curry
have helped secure digs, which
have led to players like Jenny
Heppert and Lauren Williams
getting more blocking opportunities.
After hosting Marshall, UCF
will play East Carolina on Sunday
and then host conference foes
Memphis and UAB next weekend For all the players and coaches, it's just good to walk into a
familiar locker room again.
''It feels really good to have the
home court advantage for once
and getting out there and playing
with the bands, and we get the
people in our co~," Reinders
said "It's going to be great for us
to have people cheering us on
and show them how we have
improwed tlµ"Oupout the year."

AB
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Wide receiver Ross out for season with broken collarbone
FROM A7

the past two years and is off to a
great start so far in 2008 with
five touchdowns. Sanders' 39
catches are the second-most in
the nation, and his average of ll2
receiving yards per game is good
for fourth-best.
All this passing could lead to
big problems for UCF's defense,

which has had difficulty against expectation level"
The Knights' experienced
the pass lately. The Knights have
allowed 867 passing yards and linebacking core will have one
eight touchdowns in their past · less man on the field for a while.
Senior linebacker Cory Hogue,
three games.
"Our peopl~ have to step up who missed UCF's season-openon defense," O'Leary said ''The ing game versus South Carolina
guys that I am counting on are State with compartment synthe secondary and linebackers drome in one leg, will be out a
who have the experience. They month with compartment synhave got to start playing up to the drome in the other leg.

Donate Plasma·;!
Sometimes a Band-Aid is not enough

The Knights will also be
without senior wide receiver
Rocky Ross for the rest of the
season after he broke his collarbone during the UTEP
game. Ross was at practice
earlier this week, helpmg out
the team's younger receivers.
His injury will mean more
playing time for Khymest
Williams and Notre Dame
transfer Richard Jackson.
Senior offensive lineman
Patrick Brown was also hurt in
the UTEP game, but his knee
injury turned out to be minor.
He is expected to start versus
the Mustangs.
·
But the biggest question

surrounding the Knights, as it
seems to be every week, ·is
regarding their quarterback
situation: Who will start, junior Michael Greco or true
freshman Rob Calabrese?
Calabrese got the first start
of his career against UTEP on
Saturday. He played in place of
Greco, who sat out with a knee
injury that limited his valuable
mobility.
·
O'Leary said that Greco is
practicing, but doesn't seem to
be running at full speed The
two are splitting snaps equally
in practice, and their performance will determine which
player starts.

"I told the qu~~ck
coach I want to see the ~
after every practice on every
play, and we will make a gametime decision on that,"
O'Leary said 'We are the kind
of team that you are going to
have a couple of quarterbacks
available and those are the two
we are going with."
The Knights and Mustangs
will both be looking for their
first conference win ofthe season when they meet Saturday
at 3:30 p.m. The game will be
played in Bright House Networks Stadium and can be.
viewed on CBS College Sports
Network

,

c

Defense a no-show for SMU
FROM A7

· GETVOUR FACTS STRAIGHT
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Fmd out how thousands of peop~e save lives· an? ·earn extra CA$H by donating pl~sma
'

regularly. Plasma is used to make ·manufacture injectable products fo.r people, including
children, with serious illneses, .

. DCI Biologicals 1900 Alafaya Trzjl Suite 500 Orlando 321-235-9100

..

_ * $10 Special-New and Return (not donated in the last 6 months)

.. Bring this ad arid receive an extra $5 on your 2nd and 4th donation.
www.dciplasma.com

· 26 touchdowns against th'em.
IN ABIND WITH NINE
WHATDEFENSE?
Opposing quarterbacks
The number nine appears again for
Conference USA may be the woi:st
have been tearing them apart,
UCF.
Against
the
Knights,
the
UTEP
defensive
conference in football. Eight
completing 67.6 percent of
Miners ended a nine-game losing
ofthe worst 27 teams in total defense
their pass.e s for a cumulative
streak.The Mustangs come to Orlando this season are (-USA teams,
. 1,484 yards and 19 touchas losers of nine consecutive road
including the Mustangs, who allow
downs with only three interconference games.
519 yards per game.
ceptions.
But the Mustangs' two
WE MUST PROTECT THIS HOUSE
RUNNING THE SHOW
worst · games on defense
UCF has never lost at Bright House
Aquarterback has led UCF in rushing
came against the high-powin three games this season,all of
Networks stadium to an unranked
ered Texas Tech Red Raiders
team or a Conference USA team.
which have been losses.
and Rice, which dropped 77
points on. North Texas last
weekend.
.
tl;iree consecutive games, with
a
run-and-shoot
. And it's not just in the have not had a streak of offense that takes time to
passing game. that SMU has
such length since the mid- implement.
been a sieve. The Mustangs . dle of the· 2006 season,
Helping that offense is
are allowing 222 yard$ per when they lost four in a row. junior
wide
receiver
game on the ground, includ- That streak was capped Emmanuel Sanders, the
ing 180 to Texas Tech, which with a 23-10 loss to Eas~ Car- · team's leading receiver
runs the ball about as much olina on Homecoming.
· from last year. In 2008, he
as UCF passed last season.
With Miami coming up has 39 catches for 561.yards
UCF running backs are · on Oct. n followed by a tdp and five touchdowns.
averaging 3.3 yard per carry to Tulsa and then a · home
Their second leading
this season, but with Patrick game against ECU, a win receiver, Aldrick Robinson,
Brown back after leaving the .tomorrow could prevent a has been SMU's biggest
UTEP game with an injury, long slide.
upgrade. Robinson had just
thete should holes aplenty
But the Mustangs are in 10 catches all of last season,
for them to bump that, num- · . need, of a win in. a bad way but he already has 25 for 446
berup.
11
aswe.
,
yards and six touchdbwns
SMU has not won a con- this year.
Streak busting
For ·.the · Knights, the
. ference game on the road
The Knights, losers bf since a 33-28 vi~tory against defense will be the deciding
Tulane in New Orleans on factor, if it shows up.
Sept. 30, 2006.
UCF has the 67th;-best
Since that game, the defense in the country, but
Mustangs ;have lost nine the Knights routinely allow
consecutive
conference big plays, and miscues have .
contests on the road by an put the team behind several
average of ll points per times.
game. .

X-factors

..
•

Final words

'It ·has been -five weeks
June Jones coached since the Knig};lts last won,
Hawai'i to a 9-4 record in his and while it's hard to call an
_first season as head coach, October game a must-win,
and it seems · far-fetched another conference loss
that he will be able to dupli- would be devastating. · '
cate that with the Mustangs. ·
The Mustangs are a bad
, · SM'u already has · the team with a poor defense,
20th best passing ·offense in but UCF has, proven that it
the count,ry, though, eyen can lose to teams like that.

••
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Save Big on
High-Speed Internet!

l'

Everything You Need for $99. 95 <plus s&H>
Hurry - Offer Ends December 15, 2008 !
Includes Free Standard fnstallatiQn!

tjWILDBLUE
·JIMMY TO GO®
CATERING

www.wildblue.com

1-800-922-0439

BOX LUNCHES. PLATTERS. PARTIES!

DELIVERY ORDERS will include a delivery

Subject to Wlld8h1e'ter-ms and eoodltions.
Visit www.witdblue.com/legal for ~etails

charge ol 25C per item (•HOc).

and the Faii Access PoUcy. c, 2008
WildBlu!! Communications, Inc.

•
•
•
•

FREEBIES

(SUBS & CLUBS ONLY)

Onion. lettuce. alfalfa sprouts. tomato. mayo. sliced
cucumber. Dijon mustard. oil &. vinegar. and oregano.

WE·DELIVER! 7 DAYS A WEEK
'

'

4647 S. CLYDE MORRIS BLVD.

927 BEVILLE RD.

2258 W. INTERNATIONAL SPEEDWAY BLVD.

11565 UNIVERSITY BLVD.

4000 CENTRAL FLORIDA BLVD.

386.304.0104

386.304.7740

386.253.2811

407.275.5911

407.882.2222

PORT ORANGE

SOUTH DAYTONA

DAYTONA BEACH

ORLANDO

ORLANDO

"YOUR MOM WANTS YOU TO EAT AT JIMMY JO~N'S!''(~

©
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Hanson
walks for
to better
Africa

;i

''

I

The Walk Tour returns
to Orlando on Thursday
BILLIE HARTL

..

Staff Writer

Hanson, the fair-haired trio ofbrothers who burst onto the pop scene with
"MMMBop" in 1997, may not be the
first baud that comes to mind when
thinking of raising political awareness.
Yet ·
they've been
on . a yearlong quest to
raise awareness
on
poverty and .
AIDS
in
Africa.
Hanson
·started The
Walk
Around the
World Tour COURTESY HANSON.NET
in Septem- Hanson's The Walk Around the
ber2007and World tour wall make stop in
will finish up Orlando on Thursday at the
in Novem- House of Blues.
ber. In each
city they visit during the tour, the band
hosts a one-mile walk They encourage
fans to walk barefoot to experience
what it's like not to have a pair of shoes.
The band also teamed up with TOMS
Shoes and for every pair of shoes sold,
the company will donate a pair to someone in need in Africa.
· Hanson will return to Orlando for
the second time during the tour on
Thursday at House of Blues and will be
hosting a walk before tp.eshow, with the
time and location to be announced on
the band's Web site the day of the show.
The brothers got the idea for -the
projep: a few years ago while on a trip to
Africa.
"[It became] a general education
experience for us," said Isaac Hanson,
guitarist for Hanson. ·~d while we
were at it, we talked to some people and
were lucky enough to fino school that
brought in kids to sing on a couple of
songs for our album The Walk, because
we were in the middle of making it. We
had lots of grand goals but no matter
how grand our goal was, we had to get
our hands clirty, or maybe I should say
our feet clirty, and really go out and start
doing things:•
Soon after, Hanson relel!Sed the single "Great Divide''. on iTunes, with all
profits going to medicine for J.iIV-positive -p regnant women in Africa used to
prevent their unborn babies from con-.
tracting the disease.·
·
'We felt like that was really something we could do, something we could
be a part of, and it began there. It's kind
of spiraled beyond that," Isaac said
Isaac said Hanson's ultimate goal is
to get 24,902 people to walk one mile;
the total mileage would be the circumference li)f the Eart:q. Hanson encour-

a

~
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HANSON ON A10
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Pinups on roller skates: glitter and beat downs
WHITNEY HAMRICK

Teams in play are called a
pack and include 10 players,
five on each team. The object of
The silver and black Riot the bout is for the jammer, idenCity Rollers from Stuart defeat- t;i.fied by a star on the helmet, to
ed the red and gold Orlando pass the other team's players.
Tourist City Terrors 73 to ·42,
The other members of the
last Sunday for th.e Back to the team are the pivot, identified by
School of Hard Knocks open- a Mohawk-esque stripe down
ing season match at the Barber the helmet, leads· the pace of
Park skating rink. The 10-foot the pack Three blockers skate
flat track was outliD;ed in cau- shoulder to hip trying to pretion tape.
vent the other team's jammer
RAYMA JENKINS / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
A Roller Derby game is - from · passing by any means The Riot C"rty Rollers and the Tourist City Terrors jam themselves together as block the jam.
called a bout. It includes 15 to possible with in the shoulder to
'
20-minute periods called jams hip contact rule, no arms. Seven jam, the jam can be called and level team amped up the
with 10-minute breaks in referees keep track ofthe differ- the team switches players.
aggression toward the B-level
between. The game is played ent positions and overall game.
After the first jam, the Tourist City Terrors resulting
on quad skates by women
After the first completed lap Tourist City Terrors were in the in the injury of Olive Axe
wearing rockabilly chic: striped around the pack, the .jammer lead. The game got intense Wound, elbowed in the chest
knee socks and fishnet stock- collects points every time they after a top player from the Riot and throat. The EMTs declared ·
ings, skirts, dark makeup and pass a member of the opposite .City Rollers was injured and her well enough to go home
lots of glitter.
team. During the 15-minute taken out of the game. The A- and the bout continued. The
_Variety Editor

Terrors regrouped and began
to strategize but never caught
again.
The audience formed pods
of camping chairs, coolers and
Indian style seating. Hype
woman for the Terrors, Chyna
Doll roamed the bench with
horsewhip in hand, cat calling
and cheering in Ditta von Tess
inspired corsette and fishnets.
"It's kind of like a version of
hockey with some heat and on
roller skates, it's pretty violent,
it appeals to me," Chyna Doll
said ''Roller Derby is all about
sexy girls with sass and edge to
it, which perfectly represents
our team."
In the spirit of blocking and
knocking each other down, the
PLEASESEE

PLAYER ON A10

...

•

A14} ,www.Centra/FloridaFuture.com

Clothing store, art gallery
RACHEL WILSON
Contributing Writer

Bold Hype, a new store in
Winter Park, had its grand
opening on Saturday. Not only
does the store have limited
indie-style T-shirts designed
by the co-owners, but. it also
acts as an art gallery where
anyone from local to international artists can display their
art.
The grand opening art
show featured artists from
Australia, California, New
York and Orlando'.There were
13 artists all together featured
in the show, each displaying
. their own ideas of lowbrow
~ surrealism and urban contemporary art.
One artist from New York,
Douglass Hoffman, did · oil
paintings on the back of TVs
and acrylic paintings on skate. board decks. He was also
asked to come down to Florida
and paint .o n the gallery wall
around his artwork
'
The prints and art were
priced between $75 and $1.900.
The art ranged from traditional canvases and boards to
coasters and wooden oars.
"Everything is so expen.sive," said UCF graduate student Meagan Arrastia, who
was attending the opening. "I
mean, I think it's cool, but honestly ifyou want to buy unique
T-shirts, why don't you just
buy them online?"
The show went from 7 p.m,;
to midnight, and there were
special events through~ut the
night. There was a disc jockey
playing trash, experimental
and indie music.
There was also a screenprinting tent where · people
could design their own Tshiits for $10. All the proceeds
went to benefit the Lambi
\ Fund of Haiti, which is an
organization
that
helps
strengthen the civil society in

~-

MELISSA CHADBOURNE/ CENTRAL FLCWllDA FUTURE

Bold Hype plans to exhibits artist's work
in the store for customers to purchase.

Haiti
Food and drink were also
served throughout the night to
those attending the-party.
Along with art and clothing, Bold Hype sells a variety
of unique home, decorations.
From flasks to flower vases to
jewelry, this store sets itself
apart from most stores in
Orlando.
One of the owners, Jason
Blanchard, said they sought
· out stuff that people can't find
in other places.
There are four co-owners
of Bold Hype, each with their
own artistic backgrounds and .
ideas. They are all very handson and want to keep the store
as organic as possible, Blanchard said
'
· "The f<~ur of us who own
the store have a ba'.ckground in
film making, design, photography, art, so we're taking all of
those backgrounds and bring- ·
ing a full expe~nce of good
things to Orlando:' Blanchard
said. 'We'll be producing our
own commercials, our own
print ads, our own everything,
which is an emphasis on style
and design for people who like
style and design."
What started out as an idea ·
for an online T-shirt company
quickly evolved into the_sleek,
modem and hip store it is now.
Blanchard said it orµy took the
co-owners . about
seven
months to get from the point
they decided to open .a store, to
.wherethey are now.
According to the press
release sent out by Bold Hype, ·

•

it's a "con;ifortable and creative
space where anyone interested
in art, design and fashion will
feel right at home."
"I feel like rm inside of like,
an Apple product," said Miri-_
am Ruckerf, who heard about
the grand opening from its
neighboring coffee shop, Stardust. "It's so white, and I like it.
It's cool"
"This type of store would
appeal to anyone who likes
cool things, because this store
is full of cool things and the art
is cool;' Blanchard said
Bold Hype isn't just an art
gallery. It's also not just a clothing store. It's a place where
people from all walks of life
can come to enjoy modem art
or buy an original T-shirt. The
store sets itself apart from
other places in the area
"If they're going to conti,n.ue to do the art, that's going to
set them apart because you
want to go shopping somewhere that it's aesthetically
pleasing and you can do_like,
two things at once;" Arrastia '
said
The location of the store
puts it iri the midst of a thriving
artistic neighborhood Across
the street from Park Ave. CDs
and a few blocks away 'from
Rollins College, Bold Hype
plans to _do well with the surroun<llilg atmosphere.
"I believe Bold Hype will be
as successful as the local area
lets us be, and we'll do the best
we can to be good neighbors,
to showcase the people who
a,e part ofthe community, and
become part of the community because we like new peopie," Blanchard said
The store is located at 1844
E. Winter l?ark Road.· The
owners plan on having a fullfledged art show every two to
three months. Any artists who
are interested in -displaying
their
art
can contact
eric@boldhype.com.

~
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Player personas
reflect derby edge

MOVIETIMES

FROM

Beverly Hill Chihuahua Walt Di~ney Pictures

AnAmericanCarol •
(PG-13) 12:20 2:45 5:05 7:4510:0512:05a

Oloke
(R) 12:55 4:407:35101512:55am

EagleEye '
(PG-13) 1:35 3:35 4:50 6:50 7:40 8:159:5010:30
11:1012:40a
Open Captioned Showtimes: 12:45p

Fireproof
(PG) 115 4:25 7:1510:20

MiradeatStAnna .
(R) 1:004:308:0011:30

Beverly Hils Chihuahua
(PG) 12:051:05 2:35 4:10 5:10 7:008:109:2010:40
11:40
.

Nights in Rodanthe
(PG-13) 11:55 2:254:55 715 9:5512:30a

GhostTown
(PG-13) 11:15 3:40

Igor
(PG) 12:00 2:20 4:45 6:55

' Lakeview Tenace
(PG-13) 1:15 4107:5510:50

My Best Fri'end's Girl

A9

team regalia and attitude is
best represented in the
moniker the teams tak~ on.
Bios in 'the program fit the
personas of th~ players. For
the Tourist City Terrors Olive ·
Axe Wound is "the daughter
of a Hungarian axe murderer.
Olive was raised to blend in
with the pack and attack
when you least expect it. If
she's ever cornered she'll hack
you up and step pn your
corpse to get on top:'
Napalm, the captain of the
team's bio reads, ''Watch out
for Napalm! This hottie lays.
· waste with: heat seeking accuracy. Watch as her ~losive
mov~s make the competition
burnin' mad"
For the Riot CitY, Rollers
'the teams includes Sin D. LapHer, Kat Von Speed, Suthm
Fried Ginocide, Cut-Throat
Cupcake and Slasbley.

Th~ spectacle of the bout
proves as entertaining as it is.
exciting. During the bout DJ
. Zack "Furoche" Fortune
played James Brown's "Get on
Up," Eddie Murphy's "Party
All the Time," The Temptations "My Girl" and Heart's
"Barracuda."
"I was called to do this
when I was eating last dinner
last night at 10 p.m.," Fortune .
said "I try to pick fun upbeat
stuff that makes them want to
take each other out. I definitely want to do more of these. It
was a blast." •
Team _ member Kyla
Kazuschyk, professor of costume construction in the the. ater department made all of
tb'.e jerseys for the team and
describes the style as "definitely a little bit of rock 'n' roll
mixed in with a little bit of
sports. Everyone wants to
loo~ really cute and really
punk"
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(R) 12:25 4:15 6:45 9:2512:lOa

Bum After Reading
· (R) 1:10 4:05 7:05

Hanson becomes ·

Righteous Kill
(R) 9:35p 12:00a

Tyler Peny's The Family That Preys
(PG-13) 9:30p 12:35a

po}itic.ally minded

Blindness
(R) 12:40 4:35 7:50 10:45

Flash of Genius ·
(PG-13) 12:50 3:557:1510:101:00a

FROM A9

How to Lose Friends & Alienate People
(R) 12:35 3:507:3010:15 12:SOa

•

a

ages fans to organize walks in
their hometowns, and has
(l'G-13) 12:10 1:20 2:40 4:00 5:007:108:05 9:45
10:3512:15a
pledged to donate $1 for every
person who participates.
.
- Listings for Friday, Oct. 3
"This is an exciting time in
the United States, since we're
about to elect a new presi- Walk
ONLINE COVERAGE
'We feel really lucky we've
dent, and I hope whoever gets
Choke by Whitney Hamrick
elected will be a part of posi- had a career as long as we
tively affecting the issues in have, and we're excited for
Check out an in-depth narrative of my
Africa, because rve seen the the future and feel like thefe's
experience to Boston for the Choke
positive effects President still a lot of room to evolve
interview with director Clark Gregg.
Bush has put forward with and grow over the coming
Movie by Stefanie Kuncman ' PEPFAR [President's Erner- decade, hopefully," Isaac said
. gency Plan for AIDS Relief],"
Hanson is in the process of
Red light Redlight Monday Movie
writing
songs for their next
Isaac
said
"I
think
it's'impornight is a great place to have a drink
.
album,
which,
according to
tant
to
understand
that
we
as
and watch a movie to start the week.
citizens are the ones who can . Isaac, should be out someultimately make· the final dif- time in 2009. Beyond that,
Porn Porn by Alexa Lash
Isaac predicts The Walk will
ference."
Porn Pom's Teahouse and
, Becoming more politically goon.
Sandwicheria promises to highlight
"The Walk will continue.
minded isn't the only way
your senses and fill your stomach, .
Hanson has grown up in the We might label it somethJng
new to keep it fresh for peopast decade. The brothe~ Rock to Live by Andrea Unger
Isaac, 27, Taylor, 25, and Zac, ple, but ultimately the causes
22 - are all married with that we're supporting and the
Abattle of the bands rocks to live,
raising money for the National
children, and their families ·needs that exist will unfortuKidney Foundation of Florida.
are accompanying them on nately still b~ there," Isaac
said. "We need to provide
the road
"Touring is like a trav~ling opportunities to our fans and
For more on these stories go to
circus one way or the other- to many other people to get
www.UCFNews.com
you roll into town, you set up, invo1:o7ed in a positive way.
.( .

Nick and Norah's Infinite Playlist

•
•
•

you do a show and you leave,"
Isaac said ''Touring is part_
of the job, a great part of the
job and we love it."
Isaac also praised Hanson's strong fan base, which
has allowed them to continue
with projects such as The

'
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HOW TO PLACE AN AD

Online 24 hrs/day:
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
By phone: 407-447-4555
By fax: 407-447-4556
In person: ll825 High Tech Ave,
Suite 100, Orlando FL 32817

SUBMISSION DEADLINES

PAYMENT METHODS

Online, phone, fax,
in person:
10 a.m. Fri. for Mon. issue
5 p.m. Mon. for Wed. issue
5 p.m. Wed. for Fri. issue

VISA, MC, AMfilC, Discover, Cash, Check
OFFICE BUSINESS HOURS

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5p.m.

407-447-4555 • ·www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds

CLASSIFICATIONS

RATES

~

100 Help Wanted: General
12S Help Wanted: Part-Tne
150 HelpWanted:Full-Tnne
17S Business Opportunities
200 For Rent: Homes
225 ForRent:Apartments
250 Roonvnates

27S Sublease
300 For Sale! Homes

C

C
C
B
B
B
A
.A
B

~

,325
3S0
375
400
500
600
700
800
900

ForSale: Automotive
ForSale: General
For Sale: Pets
Services

Announcements
Traver
Worship
M&e!!llaneous
Wanted

B
A
A
B
.A
B
B
B
B

First issue:
Each addl issue:

Rate· A

Rate B

Rate C

$9

$}3

$6

$9

$}9
$J.3

• Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line
• Offering a successful average return of over 85%
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiple publication
placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs
• Enter and view classified ads online 24 hours a day

suldolku

1 8 6 9
BARTENDERS WANTED,
$300 a day potential. No Experience
Necessary, Training Provided.
Age 18 + OK 800-965-6520 x 107.

$5,000. PAID EGG DONORS. +
expenses. Non smokers, ages 19-29,
SAT >1100/ACT >24/ GPA 3.0
Contact: info@eggdonorcenter.com
Earn $1000-$3200 a month to drive
new cars with ads.
www.AdCarJobs.com

f

MARKET RESEARCH

•

TELEPHONE INTERVIEWER

Bartenders Needed Now
PT/FT No experience necessary.
321-274-1101
Florida Bartenders Association/Agency

, Conducting opinion
research·from professional
Winter Park office
NEVER SALES
• Mostly evening hrs 5-9 pm
• Must be at our office by 5pm
• Off Friday and Saturday nights
• About 1&:20 hours/wk

to teach classes in Jazz, Hii:> Hop,Tap
or Lyrical. Beg-advanced,childrenadult. Gymnastics coach also needed.
Exp. and ref. required. Call 321-383.
4075

• $8 & up

Call Donna
407-671-7143

Accudata Market Research
is currently looking for people
with diabetes t9 provide
feedback on the usability of the
new investigational insulin
delivery·device by simulating
using it. No needle sticking on
your body will be involved.
To be eligible for

the study you need to:
•Have Type 1 or 2 diabetes
• Inject mealtime insulin at least 2x aday
• Inject basal insulin at least 1xa day
• Not be employed in the medical field or research

Located Near Campus
--407~619-2700
www.workforstudents.com

_..;.;__

5 7
OPEN!
U.S.Community Publishing, a division
of the Gannett Co., Inc. is seeking
digital sales specialists with strong
sales skills to be responsible for the
sales of digital based advertising
.solutions in a self-directed environment
in Brevard County (Melbourne), FL.
Great opportunity including guaranteed
base of 36K and generous bonus
opportunity. Relocation is not offered
for these positions.
The digital sales positions will have a
revenue target that builds each month
and offers ·a percentage of what is
generated. Primary responsibilities will
be to focus on prospecting new
customers by making in-person calls to
local businesses and selling online
advertising packages. Must be
comfortable in sales presentations and
setting pricing and contractual
arrangements. The successful
candidate will also be expected to grow
revenue of existing accounts by
integrating digital media solutions into
the client's advertising mix. Candidat~
will be expected .to research and
. understand advertising and digital
media industry trends to best assist
clients in achieving their advertising
objectives.
·
Requirements
Sales exper.ience and high achievers
in selling Internet advertising and/or in
the media industry are most desired.
· Strong creative conceptualization
capabilities and interpersonal and
organizational skills.
· Demonstrated strong project
management·experience.
Proven ability to manage multiple
projects in a dynamic environment.
· Ability to work well with metrics,
numbers and trends.
Strong oral, writing and editing ·skills
with high attention to detail.
Qualified candidates should send
resume to jlusk@floridatoday.com.
Equal Opportunity Employer.

· The study will consist of 3 visits which will last a total of about 3.5 hours

AND YOU WILL BE PAID $350:
If you have diabetes, or know someone who does that
may be interested, please contact: Abby at 407-282-3770.
2BR/2BA Hunter's Reserve condo
tiled, pool, hot tubs, workout room,
tennis, basketball, small pet ok - 407451-8250 $950/mo $500 security

•

MUST SEE!!!
2bd/2.5ba fully renovated townhome in
Cambridge Circle italian tile throughout
all appliances incl. $1000 deposit
$875/mo 407-416-8369
house for rent ,partially furnished ,lawn
up keep included..3/2 rooms ..patio.-..
/close to UCF and in Alafaya Woods
... $1200 ,month to month or 1year
lease... call 407-883-4360 .must rent
as soon as possible...

•

•

$545. Female room avail. at Campus
Crossings - College Station w/private
b.ath and all util. included. Avail Asap.
Very nice, safe, clean apt. Great
roommates. Call 224-628-5445 or text.

•

Lakefront 2 Bedroom

•

Condo for Rent
Minutes from downtown, 1-4 & SR408
Fitness Center, 2 pools, clubhouse
$11-50/mo; 954-296-7489;
willtenpro@aol.com

NAME
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Monday puzzle:
Easy level

Solution, tips an~ computer program at www.sudoku.com

CROSSWORD
ACROSS
1 Radio letters
5Hollywood
·accolade
10 Tops
14 Specific
function
15 J:;arried on the
wind
16 Just
17 A party to
18 Honshu port
19 Not quite closed
20 _Isle, Ml
22 Collection of
clothes
24 Mare or stallion
25 So soon?
26 Product
checkers
. 28 Naval VIP
29 Nau9hty child
32 Studio caution
34 Jury
36 Have on
39 Purple haze
42 Grotesque
43 Fully full
45 Cleansing
powder
47 Stick out
48 Made In the _
51 Airplane ground
track
55 Keep an eye on
58 Select few
,
59 Annoy
61 Stones used to
strike fire
62 Primo condition
63 Of the moon
65 Black cuckoos
66 1958 Pulitzer
winner
67 Island In the
An1illes
68 Miff
69 Say Hey Kid
70 Overbearing
71 Thumbs-up
votes

10/3/08

@ 2008 Trlbuna J.tadJa Services, Inc .
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6 Mayday!
7 Swimming
stroke
8 Capital of
Turkey
9 Brought up
1o Live at school
11 Having a ball
12 Chunk of bacon
13 One-time capital
of Phoenicia
21 Sighted
23 Clammy
25 Laos locale
27 Aries, e.g.
30 Glant Ott
31 Layer
33 Massage
35 Backup
36 NYC financial
da11y
37 _ de cologne
38 Legal advocate
40 Ballot
41 Baseball stat
44 Gold powder
46 Figure skat.er's
jump

DOWN
1 In order
2 Fifth president
3 Knocks for a '
loop
4 Haberdashery
5 Concert reed
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Last issue solved .
49 Marine research
facility
50 Maestro
Toscanini
52 _the Pooh
53 King of the Huns
54 Affirmatives

56
57
59
60
61
64

Takes the bait
Morning Star
Muslim leader
Capital of Latvia
Noisy fight
"Washboard"
muscles

Solution and new puzzles in next issue's Classifieds

lm!l

ROOMMATES

FOR SALE:
lr:ffl
W:ilGeneral

$450/mo plus utilities. Clean & quiet
roommate wanted, shared bathroom,
beautiful house next to UCF owned by
UCF student. 2nd month 1/2 off rent

· E-MAIL

Roommate to share 3/2 house.
Room 11x11 all util. incl. Full kitchen,
clean roomates only, no pets
$510/mo Oviedo 2 mi from UCF,
·407-929-6598 Branks99@yahoo.com

SUBS .

BURGER

PIZZA

SUSHI

MALE 0~ FEMALE
Two rooms available in a 3/2 house.
ALL UTILITIES INCLD. Bathroom Is
shared. Great for friends.
Located 5 mins from UCF off Dean
Road and University.
Rent - $495 each room
Deposit - $300 each room
Contact Patrick at
407.719.9580
or eo,all Jpwaldenjr@hotmall.com

QUIET REGENCY PARK - Pool,
tennis, ethernet, util., w/d, kitchen. N/S
responsible female looking for likeminded. Fenced pet. $505 407-2471610·

fm

Female wanted for 2/1 ASPA. $450·
Util. incl.Furnished room! Nice female
roommate. Across from UCF! Call
Brittany 954-294-5831
Pegasus Landing 1 bedroom in 4/4
ready asap. c~II 352-284-1197
Homeless? Stay Here! UCF's best way
to find a place to stay! Also view all ads
online at www.UCFnews.com/classifled

Wanted

BBQ

SMOOTHIES

DESERT

COHEE SHOP

Room
4Rent

1lt

VEGETARIAN

A WHALE OF A SALE - 263 King
St. Oviedo-1st Meth.Church-Oct.3&4 8-4pm; 1000s of items:
kitchen, furn, clothes, llnens,
books, collectibles, antiques,
tools, electr.

SUBLEASE

407~7-4555

•
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Friday puzzle:
Hard level

. 5 3 4 2

Computer

•.

2

7 5

HEAIJHY FASJ FOOD

It

6 9 7

Homeless? Stay Here! UCF's best way
to find a place to stay! Also view all ads
online at www.UCFnews.com/classified

PHONE#

RESTAURANT
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Fill in the grid so
that every row,
column and 3x3
box contains the
digits 1 through 9
with no repeats .
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2 ROOMMATES NEEDED
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© Puzzles by Pappocom

DINER

IN PRINT AND ONLINE

Sublease
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You and nine guests will enjoy a
VIP PARTY tent with
complimentary food and beverages.
Plu~, TICKETS to see the big game on

)

.

11/08, tlCF vs. Southern Miss.
J

Enter online at

www.ucfathletics.com/centex

J

)

Or, visit a Centex community and get
FREE tickets. for touring our models!
Hurry, quantities and time ~re limited!

.10/04.vs. SMU
Visit Emerson Park, Legacy Park or Chase Groves for
your chance at one of 20 tickets, at each location!
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·Visit us online for driving directions to the community.
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Centex.com/Orlando
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The LJ tlrnate Tailgate

)

Your one-stop tailgating headquarters .for every game day!
)

Publix
Mild or Hot Italian
Pork Sausage ..·.................... :..... ..
· Our Exclusive Recipe, Fresh Pork and Savory Spices
SAVE U~ TO .70 LB

b~~Zl1n Pasta Salad ..................... ....

2 49

Low Fat, For Fast Service, Grab & Go!, 14-oz cont.

SAVE UP TO .30

,·,

)

)

)

~~!~;~Sauce .············.· · ··· @400 .t1tfseridge FarI11
Assorted Varieties, 24-oz jar
SAVE UP TO ·1 ~38 ON 2

1

Or. Rolls, Assorted Varieties, 12.25 to 15-oz pkg.
SAVE UP T 1..58 O. 2

J

Pub I ix®

UD UPPOR
Shop Publix all season long for new lfltimate Tailgate Party meal selections every week. '
I

Kraft
.
.
f2\500
Shredded Cheese ..........-...... ,....... ~ Or Crumbles or Cubes, Assorted Varieties, 8-oz pkg.

SAVE UP TO 2.38 0
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Prices effective Thursday, October 2 through Wednesday, October 8, 2008. Quantity rights reserved.
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